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If you can swallow the Nine Yang Immortal Emperor, it will have a huge gain effect on the awakening of 

the scorching sun and destiny star. 

 

"The great wilderness steals the magic of heaven, go!" 

 

Ye Chen knew that he could not swallow the Nine Yang Immortal Emperor. The gap between the realms 

was too big to fight. 

 

Therefore, without saying a word, he directly used the great wilderness to steal heaven. 

 

The void burst, and dark whirlpools, like black holes, emerged around the body of Jiuyang Immortal 

Emperor. 

 

These black hole vortices, filled with greedy suction, frantically steal the aura of Jiuyang Immortal 

Emperor. 

 

"Huh?" 

 

The Jiuyang Immortal Emperor's expression changed, and he just felt as if there were leeches adsorbing 

on himself, frantically absorbing his aura essence. 

 

"This is... The great wilderness steals heaven!? 

 

According to the legend, it's enough to steal all the secrets of the heavens. How could you? " 

 



The Immortal Emperor of Jiuyang never thought that ye Chen actually controlled the great wilderness 

sky stealing technique, and even dared to use it on him. 

 

Caught off guard, part of the aura of Jiuyang Immortal Emperor was stolen. 

 

Ye Chen stole this part of aura and immediately poured it all into the scorching sun and life star. 

 

There was a slight fluctuation in the dark sun and stars, although it was still very far away from being 

really lit. 

 

But it is certain that these auras of the scorching sun demon clan have a very good effect on awakening 

the scorching sun star! 

 

Ye Chen showed a smile at the corner of his mouth, and once again urged the great wilderness to steal 

heaven. The void burst, and a shadow claw with only a barren breath flew out like a poisonous snake. 

 

"Hum, do you still want to come?" 

 

The Immortal Emperor of Jiuyang was furious and offered a sun flying sword. The light of the sword was 

blazing, and all the shadow claws that had been killed beside him were cut off. 

 

"Ah ah!" 

 

However, behind the Immortal Emperor of Jiuyang, there were bursts of sad screams. 

 

Behind him, many strong people of the scorching sun demon clan were attacked and killed by Ye Chen's 

great wilderness, their bodies were penetrated by shadow claws, and all the Reiki essence in their 

bodies were also extracted. 

 

Ye Chen Ran the great wilderness to the extreme, frantically stealing the aura of the strong of the 

scorching sun demon clan, and squeezed them dry on the spot. 

 



Wisps of aura filled with the brilliance of the sun gathered into Ye Chen's fiery Sun Life star hole. 

 

For a moment, ye Chen felt warm all over. 

 

The scorching sun and life star still showed no signs of awakening, but the infusion of so much aura also 

fed Ye Chen back, and made Ye Chen's cultivation breath get a lot of improvement. 

 

In fact, ye Chen's current attainments in the great wilderness are not enough to perfectly integrate all 

the stolen aura into his body. 

 

However, when he steals those demon families, he can integrate all the stolen aura into the life star 

acupoint, absorb it indirectly, and improve it greatly. 

 

"Boy, dare you!" 

 

Seeing the demon clan under his command, the Immortal Emperor of Jiuyang was instantly stolen by Ye 

Chen and became a dead body. He was furious on the spot, slashed the void with a sword and killed it. 

 

This is the sword of the Immortal Emperor, and its momentum is very fierce. 

 

Ye Chen knows that the confrontation is unfavorable, but the surrounding space is blocked and cannot 

leave. 

 

Blessed to the heart, he saw the way to break the situation. 

 

"The wilderness steals the magic of heaven, steals the void, and shrinks the earth into inches!" 

 

Ye Chen broke out again, but this time, he didn't want to steal the aura of Jiuyang Immortal Emperor, 

but to steal the surrounding space! 

 

The great wilderness sky stealing skill broke out, and he stole all the space behind Ye Chen. 



 

Space was stolen, thousands of miles away, suddenly pulled close. 

 

Ye Chen flashed, took Wu Yao and Zhong Chen, crossed this close distance, and then released the space 

that had just been stolen. 

 

Jiuyang Immortal Emperor's eyes flowed and his sword fell to the ground, but he was shocked to see ye 

Chen appear thousands of miles away. 

 

"This... Is this the secret of the great wilderness's heaven stealing skill?" 

 

Jiuyang Immortal Emperor was stunned and wanted to catch up. After all, he was strong enough to 

break through the void and chase him. 

 

However, ye Chen's traces of cause and effect soon dissipated in this place, and people disappeared. 

 

That great wasteland steals heaven, which can not only steal space, but also steal its own traces of cause 

and effect, and then hide it to avoid the pursuit of the enemy. 

 

"Wonderful, wonderful!" 

 

Ye Chen was filled with the aura of the great wilderness stealing heaven. He only felt that there was 

nothing in the space-time of the heavens that he could not steal. 

 

Even his own causal traces can be stolen and hidden, which is simply wonderful. 

 

"Huang Lao, your great Huang's art of stealing heaven is really wonderful." 

 

Ye Chen communicated with the reincarnation cemetery and said to Huang Lao. 

 



"Of course, this is the highest magical power of Dahuang Wujing, and it is also the most powerful skill of 

our Huang clan. It is comparable to the thirty-three heavenly gods. You can steal everything. You can 

make good use of it in the future." 

 

Old ways. 

 

"This is natural." 

 

Ye Chen nodded. 

 

After getting rid of the pursuit of the Immortal Emperor of Jiuyang and solving the crisis, ye Chen, Wu 

Yao and Zhong Chen all felt much easier. 

 

Zhong Chen said, "Lord of reincarnation, I'll take you to the immortal tower and meet the Immortal 

Emperor of our immortal kingdom. His name is Duan Qiusheng. If you want to be a listener, you need his 

help to preside over the ceremony." 

 

Now the will of the God of rock, blinded by the witch, is very difficult to communicate with. 

 

Zhong Chen, the listener, is completely unable to communicate. 

 

He just wants to give ye Chen the position of listener and let Ye Chen try. 

 

Ye Chen has the blood of rock god. If he is a listener, he is likely to communicate with the God of rock 

and solve the dilemma in front of him. 

 

However, Zhong Chen didn't know how to arrange the ceremony of the listener's transformation. He 

could only preside over it by inviting the Immortal Emperor Duan Qiusheng of the immortal kingdom. 

 

Ye Chen nodded and went to look for Duan Qiusheng under the leadership of Zhong Chen. 

 



There is only one Immortal Emperor in the immortal Kingdom, namely duanqiusheng. 

 

The scorching sun demon clan came to destroy the immortal Terrans and seize the treasure of the rock 

god. 

 

At the beginning, the will of the God of rock was not covered by the witch. 

 

Under the protection of the rock god, Duan Qiusheng led the immortal people of the kingdom of God to 

fight to the death, blocking the invasion of the scorching sun demon clan. 

 

But then suddenly, the will of the God of rock was covered. 

 

Zhong Chen heard the last Oracle of the rock god, who said that there was a dark fog in front of him. He 

couldn't find the coordinates of his hometown and could no longer shelter the immortal kingdom. 

 

Without the protection of the rock god, the immortal Kingdom retreated and could no longer resist the 

invasion of the scorching sun demon clan. 

 

Tens of millions of immortal Terran people were all slaughtered. 

 

Only Duan Qiusheng, with thousands of remaining strong men, fled to the dark abyss of the immortal 

kingdom to avoid the pursuit of the scorching sun demon clan. 

 

Ye Chen and Wu Yao followed Zhong Chen to the dark abyss. 

 

In the dark abyss, there are many demons dormant. 

 

With Ye Chen's strength, these ordinary demons can't hurt him naturally. 
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Along the way, the three soon came to the center of the dark abyss, where there stood a pagoda. 

 

This pagoda, called the immortal pagoda, is one of the top magic weapons of the immortal kingdom. 

 

Duan Qiusheng, with thousands of remaining strong men, fled to the dark abyss, relying on the 

protection of the immortal god tower, and was not attacked by the surrounding demons. 

 

Originally, Zhong Chen was also one of the survivors, but he ventured out and wanted to communicate 

with the rock god Tianzun again, but unfortunately he was caught by the scorching sun demon clan. If ye 

Chen and Wu Yao hadn't saved him, he would have been killed to worship the heaven. 

 

Zhong Chen came to the immortal tower with Ye Chen and Wu Yao. 

 

I saw two elders guarding at the entrance of the immortal tower. They were surprised to see Zhong 

Chen coming back, even with Ye Chen and Wu Yao. 

 

"Two elders..." 

 

Zhong Chen arched his hand and briefly said what had happened before. Detour: 

 

"I want to take the Lord of reincarnation and the Lord of mercy to see the Supreme Master of Duan 

Qiusheng. Please let go." 

 

The two elders looked at each other, and one of them said, "do you want to ask the supreme Immortal 

Emperor to preside over the ceremony and give the power of the listener to the Lord of reincarnation?" 

 

Zhong Chen said, "yes, the Lord of reincarnation is not an outsider." 

 



The elder sighed, "Alas, I also know that the Lord of reincarnation is not an outsider. He is the heir of the 

God of rock, and is more qualified to be a listener than anyone." 

 

"However, the supreme Immortal Emperor is too seriously injured to be disturbed. In his current state, it 

is impossible to preside over the ceremony for you." 

 

Zhong Chen was disappointed and said, "really?" 

 

Wu Yao said, "is your supreme master injured?"? 

 

My brother Ye Chen is very good at medicine. He is sure to cure the supreme one in your family. The 

injury in front of me was also cured by brother Ye Chen. " 

 

At this time, her vitality has recovered a lot, and her eyes are bright and divine. 

 

Hearing this, the two elders jumped in their hearts and looked at Ye Chen and said, "can you really cure 

the supreme?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "it doesn't hurt to try." 

 

The two elders frowned. Their Immortal Emperor Duan Qiusheng was injured too seriously. If ye Chen 

couldn't cure it and hurriedly disturb it, I'm afraid it would aggravate the injury. 

 

After all, on the surface, ye Chen's cultivation is only two layers of heaven in the mysterious realm. How 

can he be sure to cure an Immortal Emperor? 

 

While these two elders hesitated, a weak voice came from the top of the immortal Tower: 

 

"Let them in." 

 

Although the voice was weak, it naturally had a majestic spirit, which was irresistible. 



 

The two elders immediately showed a respectful and fearful posture and responded in unison, "yes!" 

 

An elder said to Ye Chen, "the Supreme Lord asks you to go in." 

 

It turned out that the voice was made by the Immortal Emperor duanqiusheng. 

 

"The supreme wound..." 

 

Zhong Chen heard the voice of Duan Qiusheng, but felt that the voice was extremely weak, and he 

couldn't help worrying secretly. 

 

"Go and have a look first." 

 

Ye Chen did not hesitate to enter the immortal tower with Wu Yao and Zhong Chen. 

 

In the immortal tower, there are injured people everywhere. They are the last survivors of the whole 

immortal kingdom. 

 

The entire immortal Kingdom, thousands of people, were almost slaughtered, and only these thousands 

of people survived, surviving in this dark abyss. 

 

"What a pity..." 

 

Seeing so many injured people, Wu Yao felt pity in her heart, and her eyes were a little sad. 

 

Ye Chen took out a large number of pills and some source jade from the reincarnation cemetery and 

distributed them to heal the people. 

 

Everyone is grateful for their thanks. 



 

"Lord of reincarnation, thank you so much." 

 

Zhong Chen is also extremely grateful. 

 

"It doesn't matter. It's just a small effort." 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said it didn't matter. 

 

Then, he and Wu Yao, led by Zhong Chen, came to the top of the immortal tower. 

 

This is the place where Immortal Emperor Duan Qiusheng healed. 

 

The door of the room on the top floor was closed, and there were many elders guarding outside. Seeing 

ye Chen's three people coming, they hurriedly moved out of the way. 

 

An elder stood up, arched his hand at Ye Chen, and said, "Lord of reincarnation, supreme, he said, for 

the time being, I can only see you alone." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and looked at the closed door in front of him. He could hear a faint breath coming 

out of the room. The situation was quite serious. 

 

"Brother Ye Chen, go in and I'll wait for you to come out." 

 

Wu Yao was very clever and stepped back two steps. 

 

Ye Chen nodded and motioned to the elder. 

 

The elder gently opened a crack in the door, and ye Chen slowly walked in, and he closed the door again. 

 



Ye Chen walked into the room and saw a young man with clear facial features lying on the bed. 

 

This young man, with his original clean facial features, has now been shrouded in a dark death. 

 

His body was full of scars and blood, which could not be stopped. 

 

In every wound, there is blazing light penetrating out, like the light of the sun. 

 

This situation is very strange. 

 

The young man's face was also full of pain, as if it had been roasted with fire. 

 

"Is it you, Lord of reincarnation?" 

 

The young man, seeing ye Chen coming in, said in a very weak tone. 

 

His voice was so weak that ye Chen was afraid that he would suddenly die. 

 

There is no doubt that this young man is the Immortal Emperor duanqiu. 

 

However, now he is injured all over, and some wounds can even see white bones, and every wound 

strangely emits sunlight, as if there was a hot sun in his body, constantly shining and shining, which is 

very strange. 
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Under the torture of such injury, Duan Qiusheng could not see the breath of the Immortal Emperor, but 

was just a dead man. 

 



Only his voice still carries a little dignity of the Immortal Emperor, which is the momentum raised from a 

high position all year round. Even in the face of death, it will not weaken. 

 

"I have seen the supreme." 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand slightly. Although on the surface, this Duan Qiusheng was very young, anyway, 

since the other party was a fairy emperor level figure, it was naturally Ye Chen's predecessor, and his 

words were naturally very polite. 

 

"Don't call me supreme. You are the heir of the God of rock, and I'm just a servant of the God of rock. I 

should call you an adult." 

 

"Nice to meet you, Lord Ye." 

 

Duan Qiusheng sat up from his bed and saluted Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen hurriedly said, "don't be too polite, supreme." 

 

Looking at the many injuries on his body, as well as the sunlight penetrating from the wound, "the 

injuries on your body..." 

 

Duan Qiusheng smiled bitterly and said, "this is the erosion of the scorching sun, the killing of the magic 

power of the Nine Yang Immortal Emperor. I lost the protection of the rock god God God, and was 

seriously injured by him in a moment of carelessness." 

 

Previously, Duan Qiusheng led the immortal Terrans to fight against the scorching sun demon clan and 

gained the upper hand. 

 

But later, the will of the God of rock was covered by the witch. 

 

He lost the protection of the God of rock, and the war situation was suddenly reversed, and he was also 

severely damaged by the Immortal Emperor of Jiuyang. 



 

Ye Chen's face sank, prompting the eight trigrams heaven elixir, as well as his own energy of 

reincarnation, to treat duanqiusheng. 

 

Hum! 

 

The blue light of Bagua Tiandan, mixed with the essence of reincarnation blood, is poured into 

duanqiusheng's body. 

 

Cut Qiu Sheng's wound, stopped bleeding quickly, and his state recovered a lot. 

 

"Is this... The power of reincarnation blood?" 

 

Duan Qiusheng was stunned. He just felt that his vitality was greatly restored and his spirit was much 

better all at once. 

 

"Supreme, the injury on your body is not difficult to treat, but the scorching sun..." 

 

Ye Chen's eyebrows were tight, and Duan Qiusheng's wound had not healed, and there were wisps of 

sun like blazing brilliance in it. 

 

Even if ye Chen treated his wound briefly, the wound would crack and bleed again under the action of 

the scorching sun. 

 

If the scorching sun erodes and does not disperse, duanqiusheng's injury will never be cured, and he will 

be dragged to death alive. 

 

Duan Qiusheng said with a wry smile, "I also know that the terrible erosion of the scorching sun is the 

ultimate supernatural killing of the Jiuyang Immortal Emperor. The legend originated from the scorching 

sun and life star, which is very powerful." 

 



"Lord of reincarnation, I see your breath. It seems that you haven't awakened the scorching sun and 

destiny star?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "No." 

 

If he wakes up to the scorching sun and life star, he can directly absorb the scorching sun erosion gas in 

duanqiusheng's body, and he doesn't need to suffer. 

 

After a pause, ye Chen's mind was fretting and said, "supreme, I may have a way to help you dispel the 

sun's erosion, but it's very dangerous." 

 

Duan Qiusheng hurriedly said, "what's the way?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "I can steal the gas of the burning sun with the great wilderness sky stealing technique, 

but the gas of the burning sun has invaded your Dantian bone marrow. When I steal, it is likely to extract 

your own aura." 

 

Duan Qiusheng frowned slightly, thought about it, nodded and said, "yes, my injury is too serious to last 

long. If I can be treated, even if my aura is damaged, it's not a big problem." 

 

Hearing Duan Qiusheng's promise, ye Chen nodded and said, "OK, supreme, then bear it." 

 

After that, ye Chen pinched the formula in his hand, and a desolate breath filled the air, tearing the void. 

 

There are cracks in the void, and from that crack, there are dark smells extending down, such as 

poisonous snakes, tentacles, and shadows. 

 

Those dark smells like poisonous snakes pierced Qiu Sheng's skin and penetrated into his body. 

 

Duan Qiusheng's five senses suddenly twisted, and he felt sharp pain all over, and the aura in the 

Dantian was passing quickly. 

 



Ye Chen urges the great wilderness to steal the sky, and steals the scorching sun gas in Duan Qiusheng's 

body little by little. 

 

The gas of the scorching sun has been integrated with the Dantian bone marrow born in duanqiu. 

 

When ye Chen steals, he steals out the Immortal Emperor aura that will break Qiu Sheng. 

 

WOW! 

 

Countless blazing and vast breath poured out of Duan Qiusheng and converged into a scorching sun in 

the room. The weather was very spectacular. 

 

Duan Qiusheng's face was extremely painful, but he forced himself to endure. 

 

In the twinkling of an eye, ye Chen urged the great wilderness to steal the sky, and had extracted all the 

sun gas from Duan Qiusheng's body. 

 

The scorching sun floating in the room is the convergence of the gas eroded by the scorching sun. 

 

"Sun, star, fusion!" 

 

Ye Chen starts the Seven Star pulse of reincarnation and directly fuses the scorching sun suspended in 

the room into his life star acupoint. 

 

Bang. 

 

Such integration immediately brought Ye Chen a huge shock. 

 

What he fused was not only the gas eroded by the scorching sun, but also the Immortal Emperor aura 

born in the broken autumn. 



 

With the Qi of the scorching sun and the spirit of the Immortal Emperor, ye Chen immediately felt that 

his cultivation realm had made a rapid breakthrough. Unexpectedly, he had broken through from the 

early days of the second layer of the sky in the mysterious realm to the peak of the second layer of the 

sky at one fell swoop! 

 

Reaching the peak of the second heaven, ye Chen only felt refreshed. He opened his eyes with a slight 

apology and said to Duan Qiusheng, "supreme, sorry..." 

 

He can break through to the peak of the second heaven because he stole the Immortal Emperor aura of 

Duan Qiusheng. 

 

"It doesn't matter, Lord Ye, thank you for healing me." 
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"I have no problem with the loss of Immortal Emperor's aura." 

 

Duan Qiusheng waved his hand and exhaled. Although he felt weak, he finally got rid of the erosion of 

the burning sun. 

 

His injury is no longer serious. This weakness can be recovered as long as he is recuperated for a period 

of time. 

 

Ye Chen broke Qiu Sheng's pulse and felt that the other party's breath was much more stable. He 

nodded and said, "supreme, you have a good rest." 

 

Duan Qiusheng said, "Lord Ye, do you want to replace Zhong Chen and become a new listener?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "yes, now the will of the God of rock is covered by the witch. Maybe only I can 

communicate with him." 



 

"I heard Zhong Chen say that if I want to be a listener, I need you to preside over the ceremony." 

 

Duan Qiusheng frowned slightly and said, "it really needs a ceremony to change the listener. If it is a 

general change, the ceremony is not complicated." 

 

"However, Lord Ye, your martial arts background, identity and blood are not trivial. If you want to 

become a listener, you must have the support of the most grand ceremony and Dharma track, and at 

least need a rock god ancestor." 

 

Ye Chen moved in his heart and said, "rock god ancestor?"? 

 

I have one. " 

 

He sacrificed Zhaowu Lingyu. 

 

Duan Qiusheng saw the Zhaowu Lingyu, slightly stunned, and said, "Lord Ye, you are indeed destined to 

be the God of rock, and you have actually controlled the ancestor." 

 

After a pause, he shook his head again and said, "however, you rock god ancestor, the years are too 

worn out to be used to decorate the ceremony." 

 

From the age of the nine gods to the present, the years are too long, too long. 

 

The magic weapon inherited from that era is called Zuqi. 

 

General ancestral vessels will bear serious wear marks, which are the traces of vicissitudes of life, even 

older than ancient. 

 

Ye Chen's Zhaowu Lingyu is no exception, full of the vicissitudes of years. 

 



"Can't this Zhaowu Lingyu decorate the ceremony?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned. 

 

Duan Qiusheng said, "yes, if we want to decorate the ceremony, we need another ancestor." 

 

Ye Chen said, "another ancestor?" 

 

Duan Qiusheng pondered, "my immortal Kingdom, there is also a rock god ancestor's inheritance, called 

the golden Zhang God seal. The golden Zhang God seal is in the treasure of the rock god Tianzun, just 

the treasure..." 

 

Ye Chen said, "has the treasure been occupied by the scorching sun demon clan?" 

 

Duan Qiusheng said, "no, in fact, the rock god Tianzun had long expected that someone might steal his 

treasure, so he arranged another fake treasure to confuse the enemy." 

 

"Hehe, the people of the scorching sun demon clan have gone to rob the fake treasure, but they don't 

know the place of the real treasure." 

 

Ye Chen said, "there are two treasures, one true and one false?" 

 

Duan Qiusheng said, "yes, this is the layout of the God of rock." 

 

"The golden seal is in the real treasure." 

 

"If you can get back the golden seal, I can arrange a ceremony for you so that you can become a listener 

and communicate with the God of rock." 

 

Ye Chen hurriedly said, "I don't know where the real treasure is. Please tell the Supreme Master." 



 

He just wants to become a listener as soon as possible and see the God of rock. 

 

If you want to recast the green lotus, you also need the help of the treasure of the God of rock! 

 

Duan Qiusheng looked dignified and said, "there is an immortal keel buried in the place where the real 

treasure is." 

 

"The Immortal Dragon, who killed all sides in the age of the nine gods, was the master of the immortal 

Kingdom at first. Later, because it wanted to refine the annihilation book, it failed, and both fell with the 

annihilation book." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and asked, "the disappearance of the silent book of heaven is related to the 

Immortal Dragon?" 

 

He had known for a long time that the book of annihilation was lost, but he didn't know why. 

 

Now hearing Duan Qiusheng's words, he realized that behind the loss of the original silent book of 

heaven, it was actually related to immortality and respect for the dragon! 

 

Duan Qiusheng said, "yes, this immortal dragon is a divine beast without time and space. The ranking of 

the divine beast list" the Immortal Dragon is forced to refine, and there is only a dead end, but it is also 

fierce, and it let the silent book of heaven burst and fall with it. " 

 

Ye Chen faintly guessed something, and his heart was cold, and he said, "the place of the real treasure 

has not been occupied by the Immortal Dragon tyrant, has it?" 

 

Duan Qiusheng smiled bitterly and said, "you guessed right. After the fall of the Immortal Dragon, there 

are still keel and will residues, which have not completely disappeared." 

 

"In the past, when the God of rock was still there, the Immortal Dragon dared not make trouble. Later, 

the God of rock fell, and the Immortal Dragon seized the treasure." 



 

Ye Chen frowned and said, "if the treasure is occupied by the Immortal Dragon, how can I get the golden 

seal?" 

 

Duan Qiusheng glanced at Ye Chen and said, "the Immortal Dragon has already fallen. Now it is only its 

dragon soul that occupies the treasure." 

 

"Lord Ye, I heard that you may be able to deal with the Immortal Dragon Spirit by taking charge of the 

soul devouring bead and reincarnation holy soul day." 
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"If you can suppress the dragon soul and get back the golden Zhang seal, I will arrange a ceremony for 

you. Even, I can share 70% of the treasure resources of the rock god Tianzun!" 

 

The treasure of the rock god God is extremely rich. Unfortunately, it has been occupied by the Immortal 

Dragon tyrant. 

 

If there were the support of rock god's treasure resources, the immortal Kingdom under Duan Qiusheng 

would not be so easy to be invaded and slaughtered by the scorching sun demon clan. 

 

If ye Chen can get the treasure back, he is even willing to give ye Chen 70%! 

 

Ye Chen's heart is greatly moved. If he can get 70% of the resources, his green lotus can be recast and 

restored. 

 

"If you give me the treasure resources, does the rock god Tianzun have no problem?" 

 

Ye Chen asked again. 

 



Duan Qiusheng said, "no, the rock god Tianzun has long said that the treasure can be disposed of by our 

immortal Kingdom, as long as we can suppress the dragon soul." 

 

Ye Chen pondered. If it was the Immortal Dragon at the peak, he would certainly be unable to fight. 

After all, he was the tenth beast in wuwuwuspacetime. 

 

But if it is just a dragon soul, he is not without the possibility of confrontation. 

 

Relying on the reincarnation holy soul heaven and soul devouring beads, he may even kill the dragon 

soul! 

 

"Supreme, tell me the coordinates of the real treasure, and I'll go and have a look." 

 

Ye chendao. 

 

Duan Qiusheng was overjoyed and said, "that's great, Lord Ye. With your help, we can take back the 

treasure, and it's safe." 

 

Then tell Ye Chen the coordinates. 

 

Ye Chen smiled bitterly and said, "I'll go and have a look first." 

 

Duan Qiusheng said, "Lord Ye, I'll see you out." 

 

The two men went out of the room. Outside the room, the elders of many immortal Terrans were 

stunned on the spot when they saw that Duan Qiu was weak, but his injury had recovered. 

 

Can it be said that such a serious injury was really cured by Ye Chen? 

 

Duan Qiusheng said to the crowd, "my injury is no longer serious. Thanks to Lord Ye's treatment, you 

have thanked Lord Ye soon." 



 

The elders and many immortal Terran disciples knelt down to Ye Chen one after another: "thank you, 

Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

Zhong Chen was surprised to see that Duan Qiusheng's injury had healed. He stepped forward and said, 

"Lord of reincarnation, thank you for healing the Supreme Master. Then we can invite the Supreme 

Master to preside over the ceremony and let you instead of me to listen to the oracle of the rock god." 

 

Duan Qiusheng shook his head and said, "no, to decorate the ceremony, we also need a ancestral 

device, the golden Zhang God seal." 

 

Zhong Chen was stunned and said, "the golden Zhang God seal, this ancestor, seems to be in the 

treasure?" 

 

Duan Qiusheng said, "yes." 

 

Zhong Chen said, "does the Lord of reincarnation personally go to the place of treasure and seize the 

golden seal?" 

 

Duan Qiusheng said, "yes." 

 

These two words fell, Zhong Chen was shocked, and all the survivors of the immortal Terran were also 

shocked. 

 

Because they all know that the real treasure land is occupied by the Immortal Dragon. Whoever dares to 

approach it will only die. 

 

Since ancient times, the immortal Kingdom has also organized many attacks to recapture the treasure 

from the Immortal Dragon, but it failed. 

 

That immortal dragon is the tenth most terrifying existence in the list of timeless beasts. Even if there is 

only a keel and a wisp of dragon soul left, its momentum is earth shattering, which is far from ordinary 

people can resist. 



 

Now everyone heard that ye Chen was going to the place of treasure and recapture the golden seal from 

the Immortal Dragon, which was extremely shocking. 

 

In their view, such an approach is undoubtedly a dead end. 

 

Wu Yao saw the expressions of the people around him and knew that the trip to win the treasure must 

be difficult. She hurriedly said, "brother Ye Chen, I'll go with you." 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand and said, "no, you stay here and guard this place. I'll come back as soon as I go." 

 

There are many dangers outside. The ancestors of Tianxin, Duobao Tianjun, Jiuyang Xiandi, and 

countless strong men of the scorching sun demon clan are eyeing covetously. 

 

If they find that Duan Qiusheng and other survivors exist, things may be worse. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen wants Wu Yao to stay and take care of these survivors. 

 

Wu Yao was reluctant and shouted, "brother Ye Chen." 

 

Ye Chen said, "I'll be back soon." 

 

With that, ye Chen left the immortal tower alone, locked the coordinates of the treasure land, and flew 

away. 

 

He used the great wilderness to steal space, shrink the ground into inches, and ran very fast, just like 

lightning birds. 

 

Ye Chen is also more skillful and handy in using the technique of stealing heaven in the wilderness. 

 



It didn't take long for ye Chen to come to the real treasure along that coordinate. 

 

This is a towering mountain, engraved with Ancient Runes of rock, showing a strong sealing force. 

 

Ye Chen's divine sense glanced and saw that there was a cave entrance in the shade of vines and weeds. 

 

According to the legend, the real treasure of the rock god God is hidden in the cave! 

 

"The rock god treasure is here..." 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath, calmed down slightly, and walked along the cave. 

 

…… 

 

And when ye Chen entered the treasure cave, on the other side, in the immortal Kingdom palace. 

 

The imperial palace of the immortal kingdom in the past has been occupied by countless strong people 

of the scorching sun demon clan. The sky and earth are full of strong people of the scorching sun demon 

clan. Their breath is vigorous, their brilliance is blooming, and they show the brilliance of the sun. 

 

An old man, with the elite of a fiery Sun Demon clan and several demon clan elders, stood in front of a 

Temple deep in the palace. 

 

This old man is the ancestor of the heart of heaven. 

 

This temple is the legendary storage place of the treasure of the rock god Tianzun. 

 

The temple is richly decorated, carved with dragons and painted with phoenixes, and is extremely 

prosperous in civil engineering. At a glance, people feel that this place is extraordinary. 

 



However, the ancestors of Tianxin and many demon people don't know that in fact, this temple treasure 

is just the existence of confusing people's eyes, which is false. 

 

The real treasure is in a remote and mysterious cave. 

 

"Father Tianxin, the prohibition of this temple is too powerful. I can only ask you to show your divine 

power and break the prohibition." 

 

"Yes, you have already discussed with the Immortal Emperor of Jiuyang. Why don't you fight when you 

break the ban and he goes after the Immortal Emperor Duan Qiusheng?" 

 

Several demon clan elders turned their eyes to Tianxin Laozu. 

 

The father of Tianxin stood with his hands held back, standing in front of the temple gate, frowning 

tightly. 

 

On the temple, there are all kinds of powerful prohibitions. 

 

He never broke the ban because he felt a little strange. 

 

Behind the temple, there was nothing he wanted. 

 

What Tianxin Laozu wants is to annihilate Tianshu! 

 

Only when he gets the annihilation book can he suppress the breath of Tianbei and further control the 

power of Tianbei! 

 

Although the book of annihilation of heaven had already perished in those days, even if such anti 

heaven books perished, there were still traces of concepts left, and there might be a little ashes left. 

 

What Tianxin ancestor wanted was the robbery and concept of annihilating Tianshu. 



 

As long as he can get it, he will have confidence to recreate the annihilation book from his fantasy, and 

then suppress the Tianbei. 
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However, the father of Tianxin felt that there was no breath of silence behind the temple. 

 

He vaguely felt something wrong and thought, "isn't the real treasure here?" 

 

A demon clan elder urged, "father Tianxin, please hurry up. The rock god Tianzun is invincible. If his will 

comes to this country again, we will all die!" 

 

Listening to the urging sound, the father of Tianxin flashed a trace of anger in his eyes. 

 

At this time, Duobao Tianjun, with several powerful demons, also came from the outside. 

 

I saw Duobao Tianjun look depressed and unhappy. 

 

"The listener was saved by the boy?" 

 

When Tianxin saw this, he pinched his fingers and counted, and then he saw everything clearly. 

 

He and Duobao Tianjun had already prepared an array to trap Ye Chen. 

 

The listener Zhong Chen is a bait. 

 

But I didn't expect that ye Chen was so powerful that he directly broke through the array and even 

saved Zhong Chen. 



 

If the listener does not die, it is possible to summon the God of rock at any time. 

 

Duobao Tianjun gritted his teeth and said with some resentment, "I told you, that boy has gone against 

the sky since he was promoted to the heaven and xuanjing. I can't suppress him, so I ask you to do it 

yourself." 

 

Originally, the array was used to suppress Ye Chen. Such an important thing should be presided over by 

the father of Tianxin himself. 

 

However, the ancestor of Tianxin remembered the annihilation book and wanted to get it as soon as 

possible, so he came to the palace temple alone and wanted to get the treasure at the first time. 

 

However, the smell of the temple treasure made Tianxin Laozu feel very strange, and he was a little 

uneasy. 

 

After calming down, the father of Tianxin snorted and said, "well, let's collect the treasure and go after 

the boy." 

 

After saying that, the father of Tianxin no longer hesitated, his palm aura worked, and with a bang, he 

rushed out towards the gate of the temple. 

 

…… 

 

When Tianxin Laozu bombarded the treasure gate of the temple, ye Chen also entered the cave 

smoothly. 

 

The cave led all the way to the bottom of the ground. Ye Chen walked carefully, and soon came to the 

bottom of the ground. 

 

Under the ground, there is actually a magnificent underground palace built. Looking at it, I don't know 

how many Tiancai and earth treasures, various mineral and medicinal materials, source jade magic 



weapons, weapon secret scripts, etc. are collected in this underground palace. There are countless 

dazzling, countless, and even there is no room in the temple, all of them overflow onto the passage. 

 

"Is this the treasure house of the rock god? 

 

Indeed, there are many treasures. " 

 

"There are so many treasures of heaven and earth that I can recast the green lotus." 

 

Ye Chen was pleasantly surprised, but thinking of the legend of Immortal Dragon respect, he was on 

alert again, clenched the reincarnation sword in his hand, and walked slowly forward. 

 

When ye Chen walked step by step and approached the entrance of the underground palace, a terrible 

and heavy voice came from the depths of the underground palace: 

 

"Mortals, don't arrogate!" 

 

The sound was like thunder, which made Ye Chen's ears buzzing. 

 

"Here!" 

 

Ye Chen heard the sound, but he instantly caught the source of the sound, and immediately sacrificed 

the Holy Grail of human slaughter, preemptive. The soul devouring beads on the Holy Grail burst out a 

fierce devouring breath. 

 

"Bold, dare to attack this seat?" 

 

The voice was furious, the void was turbulent, the immortal breath roared, and a dark dragon soul figure 

emerged from the void. 

 

That is the soul of the Immortal Dragon! 



 

The immortal longan saw that the light of the soul devouring bead reached, which also passed a trace of 

fear. The dragon soul turned into a smoke fantasy and escaped Ye Chen's blow. 

 

Such changes in smoke fantasy are the means of no time and space. 

 

This immortal dragon is the tenth existence in the list of non space and time gods and beasts. Many non 

Law means are naturally used very skillfully. 

 

After dodging Ye Chen's blow, the Immortal Dragon waved its claws, and the terrifying force erupted. It 

was powerful and powerful, and directly killed Ye Chen. 

 

In an instant, ye Chen only felt an unparalleled pressure enveloping him. 

 

This pressure can even crush people's souls directly! 

 

"Reincarnation holy soul heaven, guard!" 

 

Ye Chen stepped out in one step and directly launched the reincarnation holy soul heaven. The majestic 

holy soul was born at his feet. 

 

The soul pressure brought by the Immortal Dragon's claw was immediately blocked by the reincarnation 

holy soul sky. 

 

Ye Chen's spirit stabilized, and the reincarnation Heavenly Sword was wielded, and the nine swords of 

cutting the sky broke out, and collided with the Immortal Dragon's claws. 

 

The shocking collision blast, if you want to reverse the long river of time. 

 

Under the huge impact, ye Chen retreated several steps. 

 



The immortal dragon soul also had a twist and shock. 

 

This collision was a close match. 

 

"Master, this immortal dragon, the dragon soul energy is very strong. If we can absorb it, we can expand 

the power of the Dragon life star!" 

 

The blood dragon appeared, hovered on Ye Chen's arm, stared at the immortal dragon soul in the sky, 

and his eyes also showed a trace of desire. 

 

Ye Chen's reincarnation of the seven stars, the awakening of each life star, is extremely difficult. 

 

The second scorching sun and destiny star has absorbed an unknown amount of aura, but there is still 

no sign of lighting up, which shows the difficulty of awakening. 

 

But the first dragon life star was completely awakened. 

 

All life stars, after awakening, can continue to evolve. 

 

The blood dragon felt that if the immortal dragon soul could be absorbed, the Dragon life star could 

usher in evolution. 

 

"Hehe, it turns out that you are the Lord of reincarnation in this life. As expected, you have some skills." 

 

With a blow from the Immortal Dragon, ye Chen couldn't be suppressed. He just fought a close enemy. 

His eyes also flashed a shadow and knew Ye Chen's power. 
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"However, if you want to absorb me, I'm afraid you're not qualified!" 

 

The Immortal Dragon roared, and the whole underground palace vibrated. 

 

Everywhere in the underground palace, huge Guardian stone carvings actually came to life. With earth 

shaking steps, they crossed the void and killed Ye Chen. 

 

The guardian stone carvings, whose bodies are more than ten feet tall, are holding spears and halberds, 

and their faces are fierce. They directly wave spears and halberds and assassinate Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. He didn't expect that the Immortal Dragon could control the guardian stone carving 

of the underground palace. 

 

"Blood dragon, stop it!" 

 

Ye Chen pinched the formula in the palm of his hand, and the dragon's life star bloomed, and 

immediately burst into an incomparably bright dragon brilliance. 

 

With a bang, the body of the blood dragon expanded. With the blessing of the dragon's life star, every 

dragon scale was flashing with the light of the stars. 

 

It roared and danced, like overturning rivers and seas, fighting with the surrounding Guardian stone 

carvings. 

 

Ye Chen stepped back two steps, caught the breath of the immortal dragon soul, and traced the mystery 

of heaven. Faintly, he saw that the immortal dragon soul, the source of breath energy, was a skeleton. 

 

That is the skeleton of the Immortal Dragon, full of immortality, darkness and terror, buried in a 

forbidden area in the underground palace. 

 

It seems that he is afraid that his keel will be damaged and worn by something, so the Immortal Dragon 

has arranged countless prohibitions near the keel. 



 

Under the protection of these prohibitions, even the ages can't wear its bones. In this way, its dragon 

soul and will can survive forever. 

 

Ye Chen saw the immortal keel and felt terrible. 

 

Even if he forced the impact, it would be difficult to break through those protective prohibitions. 

 

"The great wilderness steals the magic of heaven, which I stole!" 

 

However, ye Chen did not intend to impact, nor did he intend to use any brute force. He urged the great 

wilderness to steal heaven. A trace of ancient breath penetrated the void and silently stole the immortal 

keel. 

 

The great wilderness steals the magic of heaven. Anything can be stolen. 

 

Huang Lao once said that if the cultivation is enough, even ye Chen can steal the emperor's clock of the 

ancient emperor Yu Huang and the kindling source of the moral emperor. 

 

Of course, with Ye Chen's current cultivation, he can't steal the ancient clock and fire of the emperor. 

 

However, it is not impossible to steal the bones of the Immortal Dragon. 

 

Such theft, silent, ye Chen did not touch any prohibition at all. 

 

After his constant stealing, the skeleton of the immortal dragon was gradually stolen by him. 

 

First, white dots appeared around his body. 

 

Those white dots are thick with bone. 



 

Then, the white dots and white bones began to converge and fuse, outlining the shape of the Immortal 

Dragon skeleton. 

 

The ancient dark dragon shaped skeleton, with an immortal breath, gradually took shape behind Ye 

Chen. 

 

The dragon shaped skeleton is full of majestic pressure. If it is the skeleton of the emperor of heaven, 

people will feel suffocated at a glance. 

 

If you are a person with weak cultivation, if you look directly at this skeleton, I'm afraid your eyeballs will 

explode instantly. 

 

The immortal dragon soul was fighting with the blood dragon, and suddenly felt its aura weakening 

rapidly. 

 

When it saw its skeleton, unexpectedly appeared behind Ye Chen, it was instantly stunned. 

 

"Boy, what are you doing!" 

 

"This is... The great wilderness steals heaven! Did you steal my bones?" 

 

The immortal dragon soul was furious and afraid. It never occurred to Ye Chen that he stole its bones. 

 

Without the support of skeletons, its dragon soul is just a rootless tree and passive water, which is easy 

to dry up. 

 

In fear and anger, the Immortal Dragon Soul fiercely rushed to Ye Chen. The dragon soul swelled and 

was about to explode. 

 

It would rather explode and die than stop Ye Chen from stealing its bones. 



 

That is its core source! 

 

It explodes. As long as the skeleton is still there, it is still possible to recover. 

 

But if the skeleton is taken away, it will be completely destroyed. 

 

Ye Chen felt the smell of the immortal dragon soul about to explode, and he also felt terrible. 

 

If the Immortal Dragon Soul explodes, he is in danger. 

 

"The tablet of the emperor of heaven, the reincarnation of the holy soul, is suppressed by me!" 

 

In the crisis, ye Chen shouted violently, sacrificed the tablet of the emperor of heaven, mixed with the 

reincarnation holy soul, and severely suppressed the immortal dragon soul. 

 

"What!" 

 

The immortal dragon soul was shocked when he saw the stone tablet of the emperor of heaven coming. 

He didn't expect Ye Chen to have such a magic weapon. 

 

Bang. 

 

After the Tianjun Fengshen tablet was suppressed, the immortal dragon soul was immediately pressed 

to the ground. 

 

However, such suppression is only a short-term suppression, which can not really prevent the immortal 

dragon soul from exploding. 

 

"If this building wants to explode, you can't stop it even if there is a god tablet!" 



 

The Immortal Dragon Soul roared and struggled frantically. 

 

The tablet of the God of heaven trembled violently, and it was about to be suppressed. 

 

Ye Chen's cultivation strength is already very strong, but he still can't suppress the immortal dragon 

soul, which shows the horror of the latter. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

"Dragon life star, absorb it for me!" 

 

At the critical moment of life and death, ye Chen starts the Dragon life star to directly absorb the breath 

of the immortal dragon soul. 

 

"Hahaha, do you want to absorb me? 

 

Isn't that death? " 

 

The Immortal Dragon Soul saw this, but did not resist at all, and immediately rushed to Ye Chen's Dragon 

life star hole. 

 

Then, bang. 

 

The Immortal Dragon Soul exploded directly in Ye Chen's Mingxing hole! 

 

When the terrible explosion came, ye Chen only felt his head buzzing. If his viscera were to be torn, his 

blood would flow over the river, and a mouthful of blood would gush out. 

 

Under normal circumstances, ye Chen must be dying if he bears such a big explosion impact. 



 

But now, the Immortal Dragon Soul explodes in his life star hole. 

 

That dragon's destiny star, becomes a space world by itself, vast and boundless. 

 

Most of the self explosion of the dragon soul was borne by the life star space. 

 

Although Ye Chen suffered great impact, his life was not in danger. 

 

"When the law of cause and effect starts, I wish that my injury will heal and my vitality will recover!" 

 

Ye Chen clenched his teeth, offered the tablet of the emperor of heaven, activated the wish star totem 

on it, and burned all the inlaid fragments of lawlessness, directly made a wish, and exercised the law of 

cause and effect. 

 

The self explosion of the dragon soul caused Ye Chen serious damage. 

 

Such injury, ordinary treatment, has been difficult to work. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen made a wish directly and used the law of cause and effect. 

 

Ye Chen was covered with the brilliance of cause and effect desire. 

 

His injury recovered quickly. 

 

The aura in the Dantian also recovered quickly. 

 

"Master, you are too adventurous!" 

 



When the blood dragon fell down, he saw that ye Chen actually absorbed the immortal dragon soul 

directly, making the dragon soul explode in his body, and he also felt that he was crazy. 

 

"Only in this way can we survive." 

 

Ye Chen smiled bitterly. The impact of the self explosion of the dragon soul was really terrible. 
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The only thing he can bear is his dragon life star space. 

 

"However, if we can absorb the immortal dragon soul and its keel, our dragon life star may evolve and 

become more powerful!" 

 

The blood dragon saw the Immortal Dragon's skeleton behind Ye Chen, and his mind was also moved. 

 

Ye Chen continued to use the great wilderness to steal heaven. This time, without any obstruction, he 

successfully stole all the bones of the Immortal Dragon. 

 

The complete skeleton is displayed in front of Ye Chen. 

 

This pair of bones is perfect as a sculpture. The ancient dark smell and immortal energy on it are enough 

to shock people. 

 

"The power of this skeleton is not much worse than that of the skeleton of the emperor of heaven." 

 

Ye Chen was shocked and felt the power of the Immortal Dragon. 

 



Fortunately, he mastered the art of stealing heaven in the wilderness. This time, he fought with the 

dragon soul, directly stole the root of his bones, and took money from the bottom. 

 

Otherwise, ye Chen and blood dragon, facing the killing of the immortal dragon soul, may be very 

difficult. 

 

Now they can win a complete victory, thanks to the great wilderness stealing. 

 

"Master, leave it to me to devour refining!" 

 

Blood dragon eyes flashed a trace of fiery meaning, way. 

 

"Well." 

 

Ye Chen didn't talk nonsense, but directly put the Immortal Dragon skeleton into his own destiny star 

space. 

 

This immortal skeleton has a terrible power. If it is put outside, it can forcibly crush a world of heaven 

and earth into powder, and even the starry sky will be wiped out. 

 

The power of the bones of the emperor of heaven is extremely terrible. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen's reincarnation blood is very strong. 

 

His dragon life star space is enough to accommodate the bones of the Immortal Dragon. 

 

However, this skeleton is so terrible that it may take a lot of time to refine and devour it. 

 

If it can be completely absorbed, ye Chen's Dragon destiny star can definitely evolve, and its power can 

advance by leaps and bounds. 



 

The blood dragon returned to the life star space and began to meditate and refine the immortal keel. 

 

Ye Chen calmed down. This time he fought with the Immortal Dragon and won a complete victory, but 

the price was also quite huge. 

 

In order to heal, the fragments of the law on the tablet of the emperor of heaven have been burned out. 

 

Next time ye Chen wants to apply the law of cause and effect again, he must go to Wuwu space and 

time again, and use the great wilderness to steal the law energy of Wuwu. 

 

But he has already stolen once, and the next time he steals, he will definitely be resisted by lawlessness, 

which cannot be as easy as the first time. 

 

Shaking her head, ye Chen no longer thinks much. 

 

Now the immortal dragon soul is destroyed, and there is no danger in the underground palace. He can 

safely collect the treasure. 

 

"I have to move fast. The battle just now may touch the mystery of heaven. If Tianxin Laozu finds out 

that the real treasure is here, it will be troublesome." 

 

Ye Chen's mind moved slightly. Although there was no danger in the underground palace, the outside 

world was still dangerous. 

 

Without hesitation, he immediately stepped into the underground palace and collected the many 

natural treasures and countless ancient resources one by one. 

 

…… 

 

When ye Chen collected the treasure, in front of the immortal Palace temple, the father of Tianxin 

showed his divine power, but also broke the ban and opened the gate of the temple. 



 

As soon as the gate of the temple was opened, countless treasures collected inside suddenly appeared 

in front of everyone. 

 

All the disciples of the scorching sun demon clan burst into a burst of cheers like a tsunami. 

 

Like a swarm of bees, they rushed into the temple to rob the many precious treasures. 

 

On both sides of the temple, there are gold armor puppets, such as guards. 

 

When the disciples of the scorching sun demon clan rushed in, the many golden armor guards also 

moved, strode out, waved swords, and fought against the invaders. 

 

The sudden movement of the golden armor guard made many demon disciples unprepared and killed 

on the spot. 

 

"Be careful, destroy these guards first, and then seize the treasure!" 

 

A demon clan elder shouted, his voice was dignified, and it was difficult to hide his desire for the 

treasure. 

 

Looking at the many treasures in the temple, the father of Tianxin changed his look. 

 

Because, his divine consciousness scanned tens of thousands of times, and he did not find the existence 

of the ashes of the annihilation of the book of heaven. 

 

Even, he felt that those so-called treasures, which were bright on the surface, were not really rare. 

Although they were also of some value, they were absolutely sorry for the name of the rock god 

treasure. 

 

"This treasure is fake!" 



 

"The real rock god treasure is not here!" 

 

A terrible idea flashed in the heart of Tianxin Laozu. Under the insight of Tianji, he felt that he had been 

deceived. 

 

At the same time, father Tianxin felt that there was an unusual causal fluctuation in the distant void. 

 

He pinched his fingers and immediately caught a glimpse of Ye Chen's fight with the immortal dragon 

soul, and finally won the victory. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

"The real treasure is in that place!" 

 

The father of Tianxin was furious in his heart, and immediately flew away from the palace and temple, 

flying towards the real treasure site. 

 

Duobao Tianjun originally wanted to enter the temple and divide up the treasure, but he felt strange 

when he saw that Tianxin Laozu looked angry and suddenly left. 

 

"Where is the treasure?" 

 

Vaguely, Duobao Tianjun also caught the mystery, felt bad, and immediately followed Tianxin Laozu and 

flew away. 

 

Many demon clan disciples and elders were stunned when they saw that the father of Tianxin and the 

emperor of Duobao had left. 

 

"What's going on?" 

 



"Don't they want the treasure?" 

 

Many demon people are full of doubts in their hearts, but they also vaguely feel bad. 

 

"Go and call Lord Jiuyang Xiandi back!" 

 

An elder of the demon clan arranged an array to summon the Immortal Emperor of Jiuyang to return. 

 

The whole immortal kingdom is turbulent. 
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…… 

 

In the underground palace of the cave, ye Chen is frantically collecting treasures. 

 

Countless natural materials and earth treasures, countless resources, and the treasures collected by the 

rock god Tianzun in the past were all collected by Ye Chen. 

 

There are many treasures in these natural materials and earth treasures, which are unique treasures of 

time and space, and are of great value. 

 

"There are so many treasures that I can recast the green lotus." 

 

Ye Chen was pleasantly surprised and kept collecting the treasure. He stepped into the deepest part of 

the underground palace, which was a huge and magnificent tomb, like a temple. 

 

In the tomb, there is a crown tomb dedicated to the God of rock, with a golden coffin in the middle. 

 



The God of rock fell and his body was wiped out. Therefore, there was no skeleton in the tomb, but he 

used some things from his lifetime to decorate a clothes tomb. 

 

Ye Chen caught a terrible magic weapon breath from the golden coffin. He wanted to come to the 

golden seal of the rock god ancestor, which was in the coffin. 

 

"Master Yan Shen, I'm offended." 

 

Ye Chen bowed to the coffin and immediately walked forward to open it. 

 

After opening the coffin, I saw that there were many funerary objects in it, most of which were secret 

scripts of magical skills, which were the Taoist tradition of the God of rock, such as the gun of dragon 

fight, the thorn of God of rock, the Rune of God of rock, the stars of heaven and earth, the blockade of 

rock formation, and so on. 

 

Ye Chen had already learned these magic powers, so these secret scripts of magic skills had little effect 

on him. 

 

His eyes were attracted by a seal. 

 

The seal, carved with dragons and painted with phoenixes, is ancient and thick, inlaid with gold and jade, 

and exudes a breath of luxury. At the bottom, there are two lines of words: 

 

Jin Zhang is extremely powerful and dominates all directions! 

 

This seal is the seal of the Jin Zhang God and the symbol of the power of the former rock god. 

 

Ye Chen picked up the golden seal in his hand and felt that the seal was as heavy as a mountain. There 

was no trace of wear on the surface or inside, showing a perfect breath. 

 

Even from the gold Zhang God seal, ye Chen also captured countless traces of cause and effect, all traces 

left by the rock god Tianzun in the past. 



 

With this seal as a guide, there is indeed a chance to communicate with the God of rock! 

 

"It's also the ancestor of the rock god. This golden seal is much more powerful than my Zhaowu Lingyu." 

 

Ye Chen exclaimed, trying to run the aura and urge the golden seal. 

 

However, the golden Zhang divine seal is too heavy, and it is really no artifact, even the existence of 

ancestor level. With the current strength of Ye Chen, it is difficult to fully urge it. 

 

After urging for a moment, ye Chen was so tired that she was sweating. 

 

"It seems that my cultivation is not enough. I'll talk about it later." 

 

Ye Chen exhaled and put away the golden seal. 

 

After successfully getting the divine seal, ye Chen wants to leave the underground palace and go back to 

find Duan Qiusheng. 

 

But at this time, ye Chen caught a faint wave of energy from the surrounding void. 

 

There is nothing visible to the naked eye in the surrounding space. 

 

But ye Chen carefully caught a trace of obscure concepts. 

 

It's not something that exists in reality, but some kind of treasure, the conceptual trace left after the 

meteorite. 

 

"Is it the silent book?" 

 



Ye Chen was surprised, but he felt an unusual wave coming out of a silent book in his body. 

 

Annihilation book is the power of miracles praising the world, and it is also very powerful. With Ye 

Chen's current strength, even the mere page of the book can't be refined and controlled. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen caught the concept trace of annihilating the book of heaven from the 

surrounding void! 

 

At that time, immortal Zunlong tried to refine the book of annihilation, but unfortunately failed. 

 

As a result, the Immortal Dragon fell, and the silent heavenly book also exploded, leaving only one page 

floating out, and Yin and Yang fell into Ye Chen's hands. 

 

The truly complete annihilation book has already burst out. 

 

What ye Chen feels now is the conceptual trace left after the explosion of the silent book of heaven. 

 

Such treasures as the annihilation book of heaven will not disappear completely even if it is destroyed, 

and there will be traces of concepts left. 

 

"Dahuang steals the magic of heaven, steal it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen used the great wilderness to steal the sky, directly stealing the concept traces left in the void. 

 

These conceptual traces converged on his palm, and gradually collapsed under the influence of the laws 

of reality, with a real body, a small pile of ashes. 

 

It is the ashes of annihilation. 

 

"Is this what Tianxin ancestor dreamed of?" 



 

Ye Chen looked at the sky book in his palm, and was surprised. 

 

The sky Book looted the dust, and there was an extremely terrible energy fluctuation, full of the smell of 

destruction. The overall energy gathered, which was much more terrifying than the lonely page of the 

sky book in Ye Chen's hand. 

 

"If you accept it first, it may also be useful for me to refine the Tianbei in the future." 

 

Without saying anything, ye Chen immediately robbed the book of heaven and put it away. 

 

It would be great if the Tianshu looted the ashes and could recover and return to the complete 

annihilation of the Tianshu. 

 

The complete annihilation book is even enough to temporarily suppress the breath of the Tianbei and 

let people refine calmly. 

 

After ye Chen put away the ashes of the book of heaven, his divine consciousness was released again, 

and he carefully scanned the whole underground palace to make sure that he had nothing missing. Only 

then did he leave the underground palace contentedly and prepare to return to the immortal god tower. 

 

Hiss! 

 

At this time, a fairy emperor's spiritual light came flying and fell on Ye Chen's side. 

 

It's Wu Yao. 

 

"Wu Yao, why are you here?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned when she saw Wu Yao coming. 

 



"Brother Ye Chen, master duanqiusheng said that you might be in danger if you go out to search for 

treasure, so he asked me to come and help you." 

 

Wu Yao road. 
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"Didn't I tell you not to follow? 

 

If the immortal god tower is attacked by the scorching sun demon clan, how can they resist without your 

protection? " 

 

Ye Chen's tone is a little harsh. The people on duanqiusheng's side are the last survivors of the immortal 

kingdom. Ye Chen doesn't want anything to happen to them. 

 

Moreover, if he wants to become a listener, he still needs Duan Qiusheng's help. 

 

"Sorry." 

 

Listening to Ye Chen's harsh tone, Wu Yao was a little wronged, and her eyes were red. 

 

"Forget it, let's go back quickly." 

 

Ye Chen was a little softhearted, hugged her, then touched her hair, took her hand, and was ready to 

leave. 

 

However, at this time, in the distant sky, suddenly there were two powerful breath, roaring like a 

mountain avalanche. 

 



It turned out to be Tianxin Laozu and Duobao Tianjun! 

 

"Brother Ye Chen, it's them!" 

 

Wu Yao saw the arrival of Tianxin Laozu and Duobao Tianjun, and was shocked. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were also frozen. He was fighting with the immortal dragon soul in the underground 

palace of the cave. As expected, he touched the mystery of heaven and was discovered by the ancestor 

of Tianxin. 

 

The ancestor of Tianxin's eyes were strict and stared at Ye Chen. Faintly, he caught the wave of 

annihilating the book of heaven and robbing the ash. 

 

"Boy, hand over the ashes of the annihilation book!" 

 

Father Tianxin shouted violently. 

 

"What if I don't hand it in?" 

 

Ye Chen laughed, but his left hand was quietly shrunk in his sleeve, pinched the magic formula, used the 

great wilderness to steal heaven, aimed at the heavenly heart ancestor, and wanted to steal his 

heavenly monument. 

 

Father Tianxin is powerful. It is not easy to seize the Tianbei from behind him. 

 

So at this moment, ye Chen tried to steal the monument. 

 

Father Tianxin suddenly felt his scalp numb, and his whole body seemed to be entangled by poisonous 

snakes. At once, he found Ye Chen's skill, and said angrily: 

 

"Want to steal my Tianbei? 



 

You dream! " 

 

In his anger, Tianxin ancestor offered a sword, and a fierce sword wind cleaved to Ye Chen. 

 

"Brother Ye Chen, be careful!" 

 

Wu Yao stepped out with one step, waved the Tianya divine sword, blocked the sword of Tianxin 

ancestor, and shook his slender hand again, summoning the magic weapon of the former tianwu 

immortal sect, nine cold condensation ice sting. 

 

I saw nine sharp Ice Spikes, hissing, breaking through the void, and shooting straight at Tianxin Laozu 

and Duobao Tianjun. 

 

The ancestor of Tianxin and the emperor of Duobao retreated two steps each, urging the aura to resist. 

 

Ye Chen also stepped back two steps, his eyes were cold, and thought, "this ancestor of Tianxin is the 

embodiment of Tianbei. It seems unlikely that I want to steal Tianbei." 

 

The breath of Tianxin Laozu is perfectly integrated with Tianbei. If ye Chen wants to steal Tianbei, he 

must kill Tianxin Laozu first. 

 

"Hey, father Tianxin, this boy is protected by Wu Yao. Can you beat him?" 

 

Duobao Tianjun glanced at Tianxin Laozu, and his heart was a little uneasy. 

 

Ye Chen's breakthrough and cultivation strength soared against the sky, bringing him a huge shadow. 

 

If he was alone, he would never dare to fight ye Chen. 

 



Besides, ye Chen and Wu Yao are guarding at the moment. 

 

"Hehe, this boy Qinglian's separation has been destroyed. He has no second life. Moreover, I calculated 

the secret of heaven and saw his dragon life star. He was greatly shocked and can't be used now." 

 

"Without the help of the reincarnation seven stars, how can he be our enemy?" 

 

Tianxin Lao Zu laughed darkly, and his eyes were full of murders. 

 

It is extremely difficult to forge Qinglian separation. 

 

Last time ye Chen was able to cast, it was because of the purple fairy palace and the help of the moral 

God. 

 

Now he has no green lotus, no second life, and even the dragon's life star can't be used. This is 

undoubtedly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for Tianxin Laozu. 

 

"I see!" 

 

After listening to the words of Tianxin, the emperor of Duobao saw the secret of heaven and knew that 

ye Chen's Dragon destiny star was greatly impacted by the explosion of the immortal dragon soul. Now 

it needs to rest and can't be used at all. 

 

Without the help of Longteng Mingxing, ye Chen lost an important card. 

 

"Do it!" 

 

Without saying anything, Tianxin immediately flew out with his sword. 

 

"Fantasy world, heavenly heart region, annihilation temple, coming!" 



 

Halfway through the sword, the ancestor of Tianxin sang up to the sky, the void broke, countless 

fantasies intertwined, and finally turned into a vast world. 

 

This world is his core territory, tianxinyu! 

 

In order to kill Ye Chen, he even summoned his heavenly heart. 

 

In the heart of heaven, there is a magnificent palace. 

 

That is the power created by the father of Tianxin, annihilating the holy palace! 

 

"The old ancestor is mighty!" 

 

In the silent temple, countless disciples were screaming and shouting. 

 

Then, one by one, the strong men who annihilated the temple came to this immortal kingdom from the 

heart of heaven. 

 

In the blink of an eye, thousands of strong people from the annihilation temple came down and formed 

an array, besieging Ye Chen and Wu Yao in Cuan heart and suppressing their Qi energy. 

 

Father Tianxin knew that the battle between him and ye Chen must not only look at the surface 

strength, but also need to consider such things as Qi Yun. 

 

Ye Chen's luck is really too explosive. Countless times he narrowly escaped death, which makes people 

have to guard against. 

 

Therefore, the father of Tianxin directly summoned the strong man who annihilated the temple to 

suppress Ye Chen's Qi and Wu Yao's Qi. 

 



The sword is like a rainbow. 

 

After suppressing Ye Chen and Wu Yao's Qi, the father of Tianxin's sword soared. If he wanted to split 

the sky, he cut forward and went away. 

 

"Annihilation soul poison palm!" 

 

Duobao Tianjun was unwilling to be outdone when he saw the powerful appearance of Tianxin Laozu. 

His aura exploded to the extreme, and he slapped it with a palm, which filled with a highly toxic smell, as 

if he was going to annihilate people's souls. 

 


